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Abstract 
In this paper, we propose the alignment of trees as a measure of the similarity between two 
labeled trees. Both ordered and unordered trees are considered. An algorithm is designed for 
ordered trees. The time complexity of this algorithm is O( IT a I . ITzl .(deg(T I ) + degqT2))2). 
where I Til is the number of nodes in Ti and de6(T~) is the degree of T i, i -- I. 2. The algorithm is 
faster than the best known algorithm for tree edit when deg(Tt) and deg(Tzl are smaller than 
the depths of T t and Tz. For unordered trees, we show that the alignment problem can be 
solved in polynomial time if the trees have a bounded egree and becomes MAX SNP-hard if 
one of the trees is allowed to have an arbitrary degree. In contrast, the edit problem for 
unordered trees is MAX SNP-hard even if both trees have a bounded egree (Zhang and Jiang, 
1994). Finally, multiple alignment of trees is discussed. 
I. Introduction 
In many fields such as RNA secondary structures comparison, syntactic pattern 
recognition, image clustering, genetics, and chemical structure analysis, one often 
faces the problem of finding the similarity of two labeled trees [5-7,9,10,12,13,15]. 
For instance, the comparison of ordered trees is very useful in the study of RNA 
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process [6] and construct taxonomy trees [I I], The comparison of unordered trees 
has appl~tions to the mo~holo#cal problems arising in genetics (e.&, determining 
genetic diseases based on ancestry tree patterns) and other fields [12,13,15]. 
As in the case of sequence comparisons, there are many ways to mc~sure the 
similarity between two trees. For instance, one could use the largest common subtree, 
the smallest common supmree, tree edit distance, and the transferable ratio between 
two trees to describe the degree of similarity [4, 5,9,1 !, 14,16]. Although edit distance 
and transferable ratio are both sensible measures of the distance between RNA 
secondary structures [5, 9], each of them only represents a certain approximation f
the true functional similarity, Thus, more realistic and feasible measures would be of 
interest. Here, we introduce the notion of alignment of trees as another measure of 
similarity of labeled trees. The notion is a natural extension of alignment of sequences 
to tvv;cs. 
An ordered tree is a rooted tree in which the children ofeaeh node are ordered. That 
is. ira node has k children, then we can designate them as the first child, the second 
chgd, and so on up to the kth child. An unordered tree is a rooted tree in which the 
children of each node are unordered, i.e., they arc viewed as a set. 
Let us recall the definition of an insertion operation i  tree edit [14,17], Let T be an 
ordered (or unordercd) tree. Inserting a node u into Tmeans that for some node v in T, 
we make u the parent of a consecutive subsequence (or a subset, respectively) of the 
children of v and then v the parent of u. A deletion is just the complement of an 
insertion. Let Tz and T2 be two labeled trees. An alignment ~ of Tt and T2 is obtained 
by first inserting nodes labeled with spaces into Tt and T2 such that the two resulting 
trees T~ and T~ have the same structure, i.e, they are identical if the labels are 
ignored, and then overlaying T'z on T[z, An example alignment is shown in Fig. 1. 
A score is defined for each pair of labels, The value of alignment ~f is the sum of the 
scores of all pairs of opposing labels. An optimal alignment isone that minimizes the 
(b.b) 
Fig. I. (a) Tr~ Ti. (b) Tree T,. (c) The optimal lignment of TI and Tz. 
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value over all possible alignments. The alignment distance between 7"1 and T2 is the 
value of an optimal alignment of Tj and Tz. 
if the trees have bound~ rees  aM ~ MAX SNP-hard if one of the trees is 
allowed to have an arbitrary degree. Thus, it is very unlikely that the alignment 
problem for unordered trees has a polynomial-time-approximation scheme, not to 
mention a polynomial-time algorithm. 
!.1. Alignment of trees vs. tree edit 
It is well known that edit and alignment are two equivalent notions for sequences. 
In particular, for any two sequences xl and x2, the edit distance between xl and 
x2 equals the value of an optimal alignment of xl and xz. However, edit and 
alignment turn out to be very different for trees. The following are some interesting 
comparisons between alignment of trees and tree edit. 
1. The edit distance and alignment distance between two trees can be diffe~,~i~t. For 
example, assume that each edit operation (i.e., insertion, deletion, or replacemenf; costs 
I and consequently each pair of distinct letters has a score l. Consider the two ordered 
trees hown in Fig. I. To optimally edit T~ into T2, we simply delete from 7"! and insert 
f into the new tree. Thus, the edit distance between T~ and T2 is 2. The optimal 
alignment of the two trees is unique and is shown in Fig. l{c), with a value 4° The 
difference between edit distance and alignment distance can be made arbitrarily large by 
adding subtrees below nodes b, c, d in both trees. It is easy to see that in general the edit 
distance issmaller than the alignment distance for trees. This is because ach alignment 
of trees actually corresponds toa restricted tree edit in which all the insertions precede 
all the deletions. Note that, the order of edit operations i  not important for sequences. 
Also, it seems that alignment charges more for the structural dissimilarity at the top 
levels of the trees than at the lower levels, whereas edit treats all the levels the same. 
2. The best algorithm for computing the edit distance between ordered trees runs in 
time O(ITtl.lT2l.min{depth(Tt), leaves(Tt)}-min{depth(T2), leaves(T2)}, where 
depth(Ti) and leaves(Ti) are the depth and number of leaves of tree T, i -- 1,2 [17]. 
Clearly, deg(Ti) ~< leaves(Ti). In practice (e.g., RNA secondary structures), deg(T~) ,~ 
leaves(Tt) and deg{Tt) *f depth{T~). Hence, our above result shows that it is easier 
{faster) to align ordered trees than to edit. In particular, we can align trees with 
bounded egrees in time O(I 7"1 l" ] T2 I). 
3. The difference in time complexity is even bigger for unordered trees. As men- 
tioned eadier, unordered trees with bounded egrees can be aligned in polynomial 
time (in fact, in time O([TI I. I Tzl)). On the other hand, editing unordered trees with 
bounded egrees i  NP.hard [18]. In fact, it is MAX SNP-hard [16] . . . . . . . . .  
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In Section 2, we present he algorithm for aligning ordered trees, Section 3 contains 
discuss multiple alignment of trees with 
! i~!~ i . . . . .  
z, An ~ ~  Iror allrrg~g ~ 
we ~i~rae  definitions. ~ notion of alignment can be easily extended to 
ordered forests. ~ only change isthat it is now possible to insert a node (as the root) 
to join a consecutive subsequence of treex in the forest. Denote the alignment distance 
between forests Ft and F2 as D(Ft,F:). let 0 denote the empty tree, ). denote space, 
and I~(a,b) denote the score of the opposing letters aand b. A standard assumption is 
that the score scheme/~ satisfies wianole inequalio,, i.e~ for any three letters a, b, and c, 
p(a,c)< #(a,b) + F(b,c). The nodes in an ordered tree of size n are numbered I-n 
according to the po~order. Let Tt and T2 be two fixed ordered labeled trees through- 
out this section. Denote the label of node ) in tree T~ as i~[j] and the subtree of 
T~ rooted at node) as Ti[j]. 
In the following, let i be a node of T~ and j a node of Tz. Suppose that he degrees of 
i and j are mj and n j, respectively. Denote the children of i as it, .... ira. and the children 
ofjasj~ .... .j,; For any s. t, 1 ~< s~< t <~ m~,let Ft [i,,i,] represent the forest consisting 
of the subtrces Tt [i,] ..... TI [i,]. For convenience, Ft lit, i~,,] is also denoted Ft [Q. 
Note that F t [ i ]# Ft[i,i]. F2[A,j,] and F=[j] are defined similarly. 
2.1. Properffes of the alignment distance 
The following Icmmas form the basis of our algorithm. The first lemma is trivial. 
Lemm I. o(O,O)-- o; o(F~ U],e) = ,Y.2~ O(T~[i~],e); O(r, [:t:], e) -- O(F~I'~:],e) + 
t,(l, [ i], ;.1~ o(o,,F,U ]) -- ~'__~ O(O, r2[j~]); O(O, r~Ej ]) = D(O,F~Ej ]) + pO..,l:~[./]). 
Lemnm 2. 
O~T,U], T, E j ] )  
~ D(O, TzEj]) + min,~,~,,{D(Tz[i], Tz [j,]) - D(O, T2Ej,])}, 
= rain ~D(Tt[i],O) + mint ~,~{D(TI [i~], T2[j ])-- D(TICi,],O)}, 
( D(Fz [.i],Fz[.j]) + IJ(iz[i],12Cj ]). 
Proof. Consider an optimal alignment ( ree) .~ of Tz[i] and T2[j]. There are four 
cases: (1) (It[f],lz[)]) is a label in ~.  (2) (lt [i],,;.) and (It[k],12[j]) are labels in 
d for some ~, (3) (I 1 [i], 12[.k]) and (;, lz[ j ]) are labels in ~f for some k, (4) (it [i], A) 
and (~,/,[j]) are labels in d .  We actually need not consider Case 4 since in this case 
we can delete the two nodes and then add (it [i], 12[j ]) as the new root, resulting in 
a better alignment. 
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Case l: The root of ~ must be labeled as (ll[i],lz[j]). Clearly, 
D(T, [ i] ,  T~[J]) = OFt[i],F=[j]) "t- p(l, Ci],le[j]). 
Case 2: The root of .~ must be labeled as (1= [i],,;3. in this case/( must be a node 
in T,[ | , ]  some 1 ~erefore, D(T, [ i ] ,  T=[ j ] )  = D(T, [ i] ,0) + 
mint ~, ~ .,, { D(Tt It,I, T= [ j  ] -- D(Tt [i,], 0) }. 
Case 3~ s imi lart0Ca~2,  El 
Note. the above implies that D(Ft[i] ,F2[j]) is required for computing 
D(T, [i], T2 [ j  ]). 
[,emma 3, For an), s, t such that 1 ~ s ~ mr and I ~ t ~ n j, 
D(F, [t , .t .] ,  F= [Jz. j , ] )  = 
'D(Ft [it, i,- t], Fz[jt, jt]) + D(Te [i,], 0), 
D(Ft l/t, i,], Fz[js,jt- t ])  + I)(0, Tz[j,]). 
min D(Ft [it, i,- t ], Fz l i t , J r -  z ])  + D(T, [i,]. Tz [ j ,]) ,  
P(,;., 12 [jr'i) + mint ~ k <, {D(Ft l it, i~_ t ], Fz[jt , j t-  t ])  + D(Ft [it, is], Fz[j~])}, 
~(It [is], ~) + mint ~; k <, {D(Ft [it, is- t ]. F2 [ j r ,  jl,- t ])  + D(Ft [i=], F2 l i t , j , ] )} .  
Proof. Consider an optimal alignment (forest) ,~f of Ft lit,/=] and F,[jt, j ,] .  The root 
of the rightmost tree in ,~ is labeled by either (it [is], lz [Jt]), (it [J,],).). or ().. 12[jt]). 
Case l: The label iS (lt[is],12[jt3). In ~his case, the rightmost ree must be an 
optimal alignment of Tt[is] and T,[jt]. Therefore D{Ft[it,is],Fe[.it,Jt]) = 
D(F, [i~, is- ,], F2 [ j t , j , -  t])  -4- D(Tt [i,], Tz [ jt]) .  
Case 2: The label is (It [is],).). In this case, there is a ~ 0 ~< k ~< t, such that T t [is] is 
aligned with the subforest Fz[j,-t+~,jt]. A key observation here is the fact that 
subtree 7"2 [ j , - t  + t ] is not split by the alignment with Tt[is]. There are three subeases. 
Case 2.1: k = 0. I.e., Fz[jt-t+t, j ,]  = 0. Therefore, 
D(FI lit, is], F2 ['jt, j t])  = D(FI lit, is- t ], F2 l i t ,  jr]) + D(7"! [is], 0). 
Case 2.2: k = 1. l.e., F2[jx-~+t,jt] = T2[j=]. This is the same as in Case 1. 
Case 2.3: k >I 2. This is the most general case. It is easy to see that 
O(Ft [it, is], F2 [ j t ,  j t])  
= p(ll[ij].).) + min {D(Ft[i l , i=-t],F2[jt , jt-t]) + D(Ft[i,],Fz[jt, j,])}. 
l~k<t 
Case 3: The label is Q.,l:[j~]). Similar to Case 2. C~ 
2.2. The algorithm 
It follows from the above discussion that, for each pair of subtrees Tz [i] and 
T2[j], we have to compute D(Ft[i],F2[j,,jt]) for all l~s<<.t<~nj, and 
D(Ft[iS'it],F,[.j]) for all 1 ~< s ~< t ~ ent. That is, we need align Ft[i] with each 
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subforest of Fz[j ], and conversely align Fz [j  ] with each subforest of F t [/]. Note 
that we do not have to align an arbitrary forest of Ft[i] with an arbitrary forest of 
Fz[j]. Otherwise the time complexity would be higher. 
¢j, the 
~sum, 
.are kno~,  where I:~ k: ;  re, and I e; p ~ q~ nj, 
known~ wh~ 14 p :; q ~ m, and i ~ k g nj' 
Hence we can obtain D(Ft[i],Fz[js, j,]) for all I ~ s~ t ~ n~ by calling 
~ u ~  I nj times, and D(F1[i,,i,],Fz[j]) for all Z <s~t<m,  by calling 
~ure  I m, times. Our algorithm to compute D(T~, T:) is given in Fi& 3. 
. , , . , !  i r • . 
Input: F, [i,,i,~] and Fz[j,j,,]. 
/)(F, (/,. i,-,), F2 [j , . i ,- ,]) ~ 0: 
for p~ stom~ 
D(Ft [is. ip], F2 [ j . j , -  t "1) ::- D(Ft [i., ip- t], Fz [ j , , j ,  - t ]) + D(T, [ip], 0); 
for q::- t to n~ 
D(Ft[is, i , -t] ,Fz[j , , jq]).~'- D(F t [ i , , i s - t ] , F : [ j , , j , - t ] )  + D(O, Tz[j,]); 
for p ~ s to mi 
for q~-- t to n~ 
Compute D(Ft [is, ip], Fz [ j ,  jq]) as in ].~'mma 3. 
Output: {O(lr~[i,,i~], FzEj,,jq])ls ~< p ~< mi, t ~< q ~ n~}. 
Fig. 2. Procedure i: Computing {D(F t [is, i~], F,[j,j¢])Js ~ p ~ m~, t ~ q ~ nj} for fixed s and t. 
Input: Tl and Tz. 
O(0. 0).'= 0; 
for i.'= 1 m ITtl 
Initialize D(Tt[i],O) and D(Ft Ci],O) as in [.emma 1; 
for j.'=- I tolT:l 
initialize D(O, T2[j']) and D(O, Fz[j]) as in [.emma 1; 
for i:= 1 to IT~I 
for j~  I to [Tzl 
for s := 1 total  
Call Procedure 1 on Fs [i,, i.,,] and F2 [ j  ]; 
for t~  1 ton~ 
Call Procedure 1 on Ft[/] and Fz[j,,i,,]; 
Compute D(T, [i], Tz[]])as in [.emma 2. 
Output: D(T~ [I T~ I], Tz[I Tz]]). 
Fig. 3. Algorithm h Computin 8 D(TI, T,). 
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2.3. The time complexity 
For an input Fl[ij./~,,] and Ft [A.J.,], the running time of Procedure ! is 
bounded by 
O((m,  - -  s ) . (n i  - -  t ) ' (m,  - -  S 4" nj - -  t ) )  ---- O(m, .n j . (m,  + nj ) ) .  
So, for each pair/and), Algorithm I spends O(m~.n~.(mj + n~) 2) time. Therefore, the 
time complexity of Algorithm I is 
I~ Ir+~ O(mt'nj.(ml + nj) +') 
ITII IT+! 
~ ~ Olmi.nj-ldeglTl) +deglT,)t:) 
1=1 1++1 
I ITII IT+I 
~< 0 (deglTt) + deglT,)) z. Y m,. ~ nil 
I+'l )=l / 
~< 0(17"! I.IT21.(deg(Tt)+ deg(T2))2). 
If both 7"1 and Tz have degrees bounded by some constant, he time complexity 
becomes O(] T t I • ] T2 I). Note that the algorithm actually computes D( 1"I [i]. T2 [ j  ]), 
D(F, [i], F 2 [ j  ]), D(F t [.is, it], F, [ j  ]) and D(Ft [i], F2 [J,,Jt]). With these data, an 
actual optimal alignment can be easily found using a simple back-tracking technique. 
The complexity will remain the same. 
3. The alignment of unordered trees 
In this section we consider unordered labeled trees, i.e., the order among the siblings 
is insignificant. It is known that computing the edit distance for unordered trees is 
MAX SNP-hard even if both trees have bounded egrees [16]. We will show that 
aligning unordered trees with bounded egrees can be done in polynomial time, and 
give a simple algorithm to align unordered binary trees. Finally, we prove that 
aligning unordered trees becomes MAX SNP-hard if one of the input rees can have 
an arbitrary degree. 
3.1. Unordered t:ec'~ *,s,ith bounded egrees 
When the degrees are bounded, we can compute the alignment distance using 
a modified version ofAlgorithm l, Lemmas i and 2 still work. The only difference isin 
the computation ofD(Ft[i],F,[j]). We have to revise the recurrence r lation in 
Lemma 3 as follows: for each (forest) A _c {Tt [it]. , . ,  7"i [i=.]} and each {forest) 
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s ~_ {T. ( j , ]  ..... T.[./.,)}. 
D(A,B) ffi 
[ min.,~,ao~.,~,u,~.. (A - {T, [~.3 ). S - { T. [ / .3 }) + D(T, [ip3, T:e (7,3). 
rain ~ minr,~,a~. ~ ,, O(A -- { T, [/ .]  }. e - s ") +/~(F, [/,], S') + l,(t, [i.J, ;.), 
/ 
(rain,. = , . , . . t ,a, , ,O(A - A .  ~ - {Tat j , ]  }) + D(A', Fa [ j , ] )  +/~(;t, latj ,]).  
Since m~ and n, are bounded. D(A, B) can be computed in polynomial time. If T z and 
T, are both in fact binary trees, the algorithm can he much simplified, as shown in 
Fig. 4. It is easy to see that the time complexity of this algorithm is O(I 7"11 • I T2 [). 
3.2. The hardness of aiigning unordered trees 
in this subsection we show that the problem of determining the optimal alignment 
of two unorde~¢~ t ees i  MAX SNP-hard. It follows from [!] that this problem does 
not have a polynomial-time-approximation scheme (PTAS), unless P -- NP. (A prob- 
lem has a PTAS if for every fixed ~ > 0, the problem can be approximate with ratio 
1 + t in polynomial time.) 
Input: TI and T2. 
for i.'=- I to IT, I 
ferj.-= l t~ IT~I 
D(Ft [i], F2 [ j  ] )  ~ rain {P(II [iz], ;.) + D(Ft [i2 ], F2 [ j  ]) + D(7"1 [it ], 0), 
~(I~ [i~ "i. ;.) + O(F, [i~ ], F2 [ j  ]) + O(?'! [i2 ], 0), 
ff(~- 12[j2]) + D(Ft [/], F2[ j2])  + D(O, T2[jl]), 
/z(,L/a[jl]) + D(FI [i'!, F2 [ j l ] )  + D(O, Tz [ja]), 
O(Tl [il, T2[ji ])  + D(Ti U*2], T2 [./2"1), 
D(T , [ i , ,  TzI'j2]) "F D(T I [ i2 ] ,  Tz[jI"I)}; 
D(T~ [i], T2 [ j  ]) ~ rain {p(l~ [i], I2 [ j ] )  + D(F~ [i], F2[ j ]), 
p(I, [i], ;.) + D(T, El, ], 7"2 [ j  3) + D(T, Ci2 ], 0), 
~l ,  [/], ;.) + o(7", [i2 ], T2 [J ]) + D(T~ ri~ ], o), 
P(,:., 12[j'l) + D(T,[i], T2[.j,'I) + D(O, r2[:J2]), 
/z(~L/z[j]) + D(T, [i], Tz [ j z ] )  + D(0, T2 [/,~])}; 
Output: D(T~ [IT~ I]. T2 [I Tzl]~; 
Fig. 4. Algorithm 2: Alisning unordered binary trees. 
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We need the concept of an L-reduction [8]. Suppose that /Tt and/72 are two 
optimization problems. We say that /7, L-reduce.~ to /7= if there are two 
polynomial-time algorithms f and 0 and constants ~,/~ >0 such that, for any 
instan~ ! o f / I t ,  
1. OPT(f(1)) ~ ;.OPT(I). 
2. Given any solution of f ( I )  with weight sz, algorithm 0 produces in polynomial 
time a solution of/with weight st satisfying 1st - OPT(I}I ~ P, Is= - OPT(f(i))J. 
A problem is MAX SNP-hard if every problem in the class MAX S~':.P [g] 
L-reduces to it. Since the composition of two L-reductiens i also an L-reduction, to 
show that a problem/7 is MAX SNP-hard, it suffices to L-reduce a MAX SNPohard 
problem to/7. 
We will L-reduce maximum bounded cover by 3-sets (MAX 3SC-3) [3] to align- 
ment of unordered trees. MAX 3SC-3 is an optimization version of exact cover by 
3-sets !"2]. Kann showed that this problem is MAX SNP-hard [3]. 
Problem MAX 3SC,.3. Given a collection C : {ct,c2 ..... c,} of su~cts of a finite set 
A : {at, a2 ..... am }, whe~.'c every ce C contains three lements and every element a t  A 
is contained in at most 3 of the subsets in C, find a largest exact portJalcover C" ~_ C of 
A. (An exact partial cover of A is a collection of mutually disjoint subsets of C.) 
Our reduction is actually similar to the ones in [16]. Let A = {at,az ..... a~] and 
C = {c t, c2 ..... c,}, where ci = {c~. t ,c~.z, el.3} and ci.~eA, be an instance of the MAX 
3SC-3 problem. Without loss of generality we assume that m ~< 3n. Let C' be a largest 
exact partial cover of A. 
We construct two trees as in Fig. 5. The alphabet of !abels is A u {r,s, t}, assuming 
letters r, s, t are not contained in A. Let p(a, b) : 0 if a : b or 2 if a, b ~ ,;. and a ~ b, 
p(a,,;.) : 1, and p(A,b) : 1. The degree of 7"1 is bounded by 3. Each Tt.t is a subtree, 
which corresponds to the subset c~ in C. The sequence of nodes w~:th label s in each 
Tt.t is called upper sebment and the three branches are called lower segment. The root 
of T2 has m + n children. 
It is clear that Tt and T2 can be constructed from an instance of MAX 3SC-3 in 
polynomial time. These two trees are considered to be an instance of alignment of 




Ci.le Ci,2 e CUe 
Fig. 5, Th~ reduction. 
a,c'...°- f 
oS oS  
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unordered trees. We call this transformation from MAX 3SC-3 to alignment of 
uno d  f 
~t  an 0ptiml a l i~mnt  of  Tt and ~ in Fig. 5,The following !mma gives 
the relationship bet~ C' and .~',  
~ 4 .  r (d ' )  = IT, I + IT21 -- 2(IC'1 + 5n + I). 
Proof. In an optimal alignment of Tt an Tz. for each subtree Tt.,, either its entire 
upper segment or its entire lower segment is "matched" with the corresponding 
identical parts of T2. Matching the upper segment saves a cost of 100 whereas 
matching the lower segment saves acost of 12. Thus, an optimal alignment matches as 
many lower segments as possible. 
The roots of both trees must be matched in an optimal alignment, saving a cost of 2. 
The IC'[ lower segments of Tt.~ such that c~¢C' are all matclted, saving a cost of 
I2JC'I. The n - IC'l upper segments of Tt.~ such that cj ~ C' are all matched, sa~g 
a cost of 10(n-ICI). Therefore v(d') = ITtl + IT , ! -  t2 lC ' l -  10(n - IC ' i ) -2  
=lTt l+ lT ,  I -2( IC ' l+ Sn+l) .  C3 
Given an alignment d"  of Tt and T2, we can construct, in polynomial time, an 
exact partial cover C" as ~ollo~¥s: for subtree Tt.i of ?'I, if its entire lower segment is
matched with the corresponding identical parts of T 2, let ci be in C". We call this 
polynomial.time algorithm g. 
Lemma S. c(d")>~ lT~l + lTzl - 2(IC"l + Sn + 1). 
Preef, With IC"l subt~ of Tt.~ matched their entire lower segments, the best way 
to align the rest of the subtrees would be to align their entire upper segments. 
Therefore we have v{d")>>- ITt l+lTz l -2(61C" l+5fn- IC" l )+l ) -=lTt l+ 
ITz: - 2(IC"l + 5n + l), [] 
~Hrent  6. Computing the optimal alignment of two unordered trees is MAX SNP- 
hard if one of the trees can have an arbitrary degree. 
Proof. We will show that (f,g) defined above forms an L-reduction. Assume I is an 
instance of MAX 3SC-3. We have to show the following inequalities: 
(1) OPT(f(1)) <<. ~zOPT(I) for some constant 
By Lemma 4, OPT( f (1 ) )= lT t l+[Tz l - -2 (OPT( l )+5n+l )= l l n+n- - I  + 
2m + 5n + i - 2(OPT(I) + 5n + !) <~ 13n - 2. OPT(I) -- 2. 
Since each element aEA is contained inat most hree of the subsets in C, there is an 
exact partial cover of size at least n/7. This exact partial cover Ct can be constructed 
as follows: pick an arbitrary subset c = {ai, aj, at} from C, put it in Ct, delete from 
C the subset containing a~, a~, or ak. We can delete at most six subsets. Repeat above 
process until there is no subset left in C. Now Ct is an exact partial cover of A and 
hi7 ~ IC, I ~< OPT(I). 
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Now OPT(f(i)) = 13n - 2.OPT{I) - 2 ~ 13n <~ 91 .OPT(l). Thus, we can let 
= 91 in  theabove inequality. 
(2) For a"y alignment o f f ( / )o f  cost sz, we can in polynomial time find an ~act  
partial cover of i of size sl such that IOPT(i) - st l ~ IIlOPT(f(1)) - szl for some 
constant ~. 
Given an alignment ~¢" of f ( l )  of cost s2 = v(~¢"), by Lemma 5 we can construct, 
by using g, an exact partial cover C" of I of size st =IC"I such that 
s= = v (d" )  >~ IT, I + IT21 -2 ( IC"1  + 5n + l) = 17"11 +IT=I  -2 (s ,  + 5n + t). 
Now.  s= - OPT(f( i ) )  >1 ITt l  + IT21 - 2(s, + 5n + !) - OPT(f( I ) )  = IT~I + iT21 
- 2(st + ~n + !) - (IT, I + IT21 - 2(OPT(I) + 5n -t- 1)) = 2.(OPT(1) - s:). Thus. 
= ½ in the above inequality. [ ]  
4. Conclusion 
It is interesting toobserve that the tree inclusion problem defined in [4] is actually 
a special case of alignment of trees. Again, let/~(a,/I) = 0 if a = b or 2 if a, b ~ ;. and 
a ~b,  ~(a,).)= !, and /a(),b)= I. Then Tt is included in T= if and only if 
D( Tt, T:) = ] T2I - i TI ]. The complexity of Algorithm I is slightly higher than ~hat for 
ordered tree inclusion [4], but alignment of trees is more difficult han tree inclusion. 
Also, under the above cost/score scheme, an optimal edit from Tt to T2 yields a largest 
common subtree of Tt and 7"2, and an optimal alignment yields a smallest common 
supertree [16]. So, edit and alignment form a "dual" in this sense. 
Whether the complexity of Algorithm I can be improved is a rather hard question. 
A direct approach would be to prove that the alignment distance between two forests 
satisfies either quadrangle inequality (D(F! [i], F2 [ jt, j~]) + D(F t [i], Fz[jI, j,]) 
<~ D(Ft[i],Fz[jl, jm])+ D(Ft[i'l, F2[jt, jn]), for all k<~ l~< m~< n) or inverse 
quadrangle inequality (D(Ft [/], F2 [jt, jm]) .a- D(Ft [i], 1:2 [Jt, J,]) >I D(Ft [4, 
F~[jt, j,,]) + D(Ft [ i] ,F2[A,A]~ for all k ~< l ~< m ~< n). If this were true, one could 
reduce the complexi'y for computing D(Ft [Q, Fz[A,A]) and D(Ft [is, it], F2 [j  ]), 
using a matrix search technique. Unfortunately, we can show that neither of these 
inequalities hold. 
It is well known that the quadrangle inequality is true for sequence edit distance. 
Since a sequence can be considered as an ordered forest where each tree contains 
only one node, it is clear that inverse quadrangle inequality is not true. As 
for the quadrangle inequality, consider the counterexample in Fig. 6. Assume that 
/~(a, b) = 0 if a = b or 2 if a, b # ~ and a # b,/~(a, A) -- 1, and F()~ b) -- 1. it is easy to 
see that D(Ft,Fz)--5, D(Ft,F~)=5, D(Ft,F4)--3, D(Ft,Fs)=5. Therefore, 
D(Ft, F3) + D(Ft, Fs) > D(Ft, F4) + D(Ft, Fz) and quadrangle inequality does not 
hold. 
It also remains open if the alignment and edit problems for unordered trees are 
approximable. At the moment, no nontrivial approximation algorithm is known for 
either problem. 
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Fig, 6. Quadrangle inequality is not true: D(F, FD + D(F,. F,) > D(Ft, F4) + D(F,, F2). 
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